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FINAL FANTASY TYPE-0 plays in a top-down view, with battles unfolding from a fixed camera
angle.Players must protect a nation's treasures from the voracious Empire before the war-ravaged

world is turned into ash. FINAL FANTASY TYPE-0 plays with the action-RPG format by requiring
players to make decision early in the game. All fourteen characters start with little to no equipment.
As players progress through the game, they acquire gear that offers access to certain levels in the
class system, new playstyles, and abilities. A special attack known as Superb Break Gauge is the

game's main focus on unique attacks. For one, it's always active during the special attack, making
certain moves work as combo finishers when timed correctly. However, it also allows for blocking,
weakens enemy attacks, and can stun enemies for a short period. By activating different spells or

battle commands, the player can accumulate and the Superb Break Gauge. This can be done at any
point during battle, meaning the player can mix and match between multiple spells, special attacks
and weak attacks to choose their ideal strategy. In addition, the game's unique battle system allows
for much freedom when it comes to positioning the player and their party during battle. Move to the

left and right and back, freely switch characters on the fly and dodge enemy attacks. During the
progression of the story, players also have the opportunity to acquire seven types of weapons and
armor for their class, while also gradually gaining the ability to customize their character with the

occasional accessory, depending on the type of class they take. Most of the weapons are of the same
class as the sword the player uses, and each has it's own distinct style to them, while having a

variety of effects as well. The combinations for each type of weapon offer a couple of passive effects,
but each weapon is also equipped with it's own unique active ability as well. Aside from that,

weapons seem to be a weak point of the game, as their customization options are very limited.
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